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Abstract 

I give recent results from E791 at BNL with improved upper limits on the branching fractions 
B(Ki + r e )  and B(Ki + ee ) of 8.5 x 10’” and 11.6 x at 90% C.L. I also give a preliminary 
result of a new measurement of B(PL -+ pp ) = 7.6 f O.S(stat) f 0.4(syst) x lo’*. 

In this report, I describe a search for Ki pe 
and KZ -+ ee at a sensitivity greater than that 
previously achieved.1*2 I also report a new, more 
precise measurement of the branching fraction for 
K: -+ pp, made possible by a substantial in- 
crease in statistical sensitivity compared to earlier 
efforts.*” 

The decay K; +’ pe is forbidden by conser- 
vation of the additive quantum numbers associ- 
ated with electron- and muon-type leptons. Ob- 
servation of this decay would be the 6rst example 
of non-conservation of muon- and electron-number 
and would provide evidence for physics beyond the 
Standard Model of strong and electroweak interac- 
tions. The decays Ki -t pp and PL 4 ee are 
permitted in the Standard Model, but are highly 
suppressed fiavor-changing neutral-current decays. 
.4n observation of the decay KE --+ ee significantly 
above Standard Model predictions would be evi- 
dence for new physics. 

The principal di&dty is achieving the high sen- 
sitivity desired while eliminating d backgrounds. 
These originate mostly from Ki 4 ae(p)v decays. 
One backgromd occurs if the pion decays or is 
misidentified as a muon. Such events are eliminated 
by making redundaat, precise measurements of each 
pastide’s momentum and requiring that the event 
be consistent with a two-body decay of a Kt origi- 
nating from the production target. A second back- 
ground arises if both decay particles are misidenti- 
fied. Misassignment of particle masses causes some 
of these decays to be reconstructed with a pe or 
pp invariant mass at or above the Ki mass. Dis- 
crimination against these events requires excellent 
particle identification. 

The exoeriment fE791) was carried out at the B-5 
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beam line of the BNL AGS with a typical intens 
of 4 5  x 10l2 protons incident per 1.4s s p a  on 
1.4 absorption length Cu target. The neutral bel 
was produced at 2.75” and had a 65pstr solid an.g 

The appatatus is shown in figure 1; it is ( 

scribed more fully in references 1,3,4 and othi 
therein. A drift chamber spectrometer with t 
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Figure 1. Schematic drawing of the kaon beam line and de 
tection apparatus. 
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cies momenta ana trajectories. It has a resolution 
characterized by an average K i  + :+:- mass res- 
olution of 1.5 &V/c2. Two planes oi s-y scintil- 
lation hodoscopes (TSC) and lepton identifying d e  
tectors follow the spectrometer. Electrons are iden- 
tified using segmented gas Cerenkov counters and 
an electromagnetic shower counter array. Time and 
pulse-height information was recorded for all chan- 
nels of both systems. The Cerenkov counters have 
a pion threshold of 8.3 GeV/c. The shower counter 
consists of 13.8 radiation lengths (r.1.) of lead glass, 
divided between converter blocks (3.3 r.1.) and 
absorber blocks (10.5 r.1.). Muons are identified 
with an s-y scintillation hodoscope (MHO) down- 
stream of 91 cm of iron. Further identScation is 
provided by a tracking muon rangefinder (MRG) 
consisting of marble and aluminum absorber plates 
instrumented at 13 depths with planes of propor- 
tional tubes. These are spaced to correspond to 
10% momentum intervals. For each event, times in 
the MHO counters and the state of all MRG tubes 
were recorded. 

Selected events satisfied a hardware trigger in 
fast electronics and a software trigger in 3081/E 
processors. The “mixtimum bias” trigger only re- 

suitably prescaled. The normalization sample of 
Kf -+ A+T- events was selected from events pass- 
ing this trigger. Kz -t pp events were selected 
from those events (without prescale) which also had 
hits in the MHO indicating that both particles were 
muons. Kf + ee and Kt + p e  events were sim- 
ilariy selected by requiring appropriate signals in 
the Cerenkov counter or MHO. Each trigger path 
was independent from all others. 

The kinematic analysis done in the 3081/E’s cal- 
culated and imposed requirements on the twebody 
invariant mass (mlz) and the collinearity angle (e,) 
between the vector from the target to the decay 
vertex and the measured 2-body momentum vec- 
tor. Mass solutions for all particle identification 
combinations consistent with the f is t  level trigger 
were tested. No restrictions were placed on min- 
imum bias events, which were subsequently fully 
analyzed of3ine to monitor the 3081/E selection ef- 
ficiency. In the analysis, the selection cuts calcu- 
lated online for the minimum bias sample were ap- 
plied to Kt + T + X -  events. The mode dependence 
was checked and found to be neghgible. Events sat- 
isfying both trigger levels were written to tape for 
further analysis. 

A pattern recognition algorithm used hits from 
all chamber Dlanes to identifv tracks oriPinatine 

I quired hits in TSC’s and drift chambers aad was ) 
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irom a common vertex. Precis; c+cuiatiow 
each particle‘s kinematic quantities were tione wi* 
two separate fittins algorithms, which ais0 providq 
measures of the quality of the fit. The two dg 
rithms gave consistent results. 

Identification of a particle as an electron 
quired that the trajectory pass close to a s t h (  
Cerenkov cell. that the time be within 4 ns of ti 
expected time, and that the signals in the lead-gia 
be consistent with those of an electron with tl 
measured momentum. The efficiency of selectic 
criteria for the Cerenkov and lead-glass co 
was determined using well identified electrons tro 
PL -t rev  decays. The average efficiencies we 
0.901 f .002 and 0.957 i 0.001 for the two count 
systems. Muon candidates were required to ha. 
hits in the MHO in spatial and temporal coin 
dence with a projected particle trajectory wia 
the resolution of the detector and a penetration 
the MRG within 3 gaps of that expected. The t 
ficiencies of the selection criteria were determinc 
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using muons from Ki 4 x p  decays. They we1 
0.977 & .001 and 0.991 & .001 for the MHO 
MRG. Sample plots of the response of the lead-g 
and MRG to different particle types are shown i 
figures 2 and 3. 
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Figure 2. Plots of energy in the converter versus the to’ 
lead glass energy for (a)electrons and (b)pions. 
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Additional requirements ensured that event 

were contained within the detector volume and th: 
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the kinematic measurements were of high qud- 
ity. Charged particle momenta were required to 
be above 1.5 GeV/c to eliminate kinematic regions 
with very low acceptance. Most events with pion 
decays and badly scattered particles were elimi- 
nated by additional cuts on the quality of the track 
and vertex fits. 

After all cuts, a small sample of lepton-pair 
events remains. Figure 4 shows KE -+ pe and 
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Figure 4. Plots of 0; vs. mpc and mpp for the 1989 data set. 

K! - pp events as scatter plots of 6: versus m12. 
One K? - ee event is contained in a similar dot:  

it has &e = 488 MeV/c- and &c = 0.7 mrac. Sc 
events in the fiducial region of 493 < m12 < 30: 
MeV/c2 and 8; < 2 mrad' satisfied all seiection cri 
teria for the processes KZ -., pe or KZ - ee . 

The sensitivity was normalized to K: - ~ 7 -  

decays chosen from the minimum bias sample. Fig 
ure 3 shows the mi mass distributionfor events wit1 
8: < 2 mrad'. with the distribution for the expectec 
semileptonic background superimposed. The iat 
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Figure 5. Plot of mrr for minimum bias events cut at < ' 
mad'. The solid histogram is the data and the points axe thi 
Monte Carlo eimdation of the distribution for eedeptoni 
decays normalized to the region away from the Ki 4 xif 
4. 

ter has been nor68lized to agree with the data in 
the region above and below the Ki -+ x+a- mass 
peak. The level of the background agrees with 
the absolute magnitude of the prediction within 
5%. After background subtraction and a s m d  
correction for the Ps contamination in the beam, 
N ,  = 16072 f 173. 

Since no KE -+ pe events are observed, the 90% 
confidence limit on the branching fraction is given 
bY 

B(Kt +?r+7r-) A, %r B(K: + pe) < 2.3~ x-x-. 
6000 x N ~  A,, CW 

A similar expression is-used to determine a limit 
on B ( G  --+ ee). Here - B ( G  3 &T-) = (2.04 f 
0.04) x is the Ki + branching frac- 
tion and 6000 is the minimum bias prescale factor. 
&- and A,, are the acceptances of the detector for 
KE - A+T- and PL -.) pe decays, calculated with 
a Monte Carlo simulation. The ratios A,/A#e and 
A*r/Aee are 1.45 f .024 and 1.75 f 0.030, respec- 
tively. The correction factor h, 0.97 f 0.015, is 
due to losses from pion interactions, while eve (0.817 
f 0.016) and e,, (0.722 f 0.02) include the lepton 
identification and ttitxer efficiencies ouoted above 



ana a tactor oi U.983 to account for an inefiiciency 
in the lepton pair trigger circuit. 

The resulting 90% confidence level upper limit 
for the branching fraction ior K: --+ p e  is 8.5 x 
lo-" and for Kz -+ ee it is 11.6 x IO-". Based 
on uncertainties in the normalization and in the 
reiative pion and lepton efficiencies quoted above, 
we estimate the total systematic uncertainty in the 
sensitivity to be 6%. Including our earlier result', 
the limits &re B(Ki  -+ p e  ) < 6.1 x 10'" and 
B(Ki + ee ) < 8.5 x 10-l'. 

The pp branching fraction is given by 

The factors have definitions simiiar to those above, 
with E,, = 0.926 and &/A,,,, = 1.18, yielding 
B(Ki + pp ) = (7.6 f 0.5 i 0.4) x l~l'~. The 
errors are statistical and systematic, respectively. 
This result is preliminary, as some final checks of 
relative &ciencies and acceptances are being done, 
but the not expected to change siflcantly. 

pp ) differs by about 
2.5 statistical standard deviations from our previ- 
ous result3. Following the analysis reported here, 
we have again checked the previous analysis, and 
find no error. 

We have now completed the data taking for E791 
with an 18 week run in January-May 1990. The d e  
tector was improved with a new vacuum decay r e  
gion window and new upstream-most drift chamber 
modules, a modified kaon production target, and an 
improved trigger algorithm. A preliminary analysis 
of this data yields more than 350 If; + pp events. 
Figure 6 shows the distribution in the p p  invariant 
mass for all data from E791; the peak contains ap- 
prokmately 750 events. Based on this measure of 
the sensitivity, we expect a single event sensitivity 
for Ki 4 pe to be close to 10'" for the fuu data 
set from E791. 
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